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Malika Sqalli to show at Debut Contemporary in Notting Hill. 
 
From the 1st of February 2012, Malika Sqalli will preview her latest series of work for the 
first time in London at Debut Contemporary, having been selected by their in-house 
team as part of a group of talented upcoming artists. Debut Contemporary, founded 
by “Top Tastemakers” (Time Out Magazine) Samir Ceric & Zoe Knight, is renowned for 
showcasing works from carefully picked top British and International emerging talent.
 
Malika Sqalli, an artist of Austrian and Morroccan descent, presents a powerful selection 
of works from her ongoing project Latitude 34. Born in Rabat on the latitude 34, she 
conceptualised the idea for the project while in Los Angeles, also on latitude 34.
 
Part performance, part photography, this project has her tracing a line across the latitude 
34. The project, taking her through landscapes and mindscapes while driving hours with 
not one soul at sight or to talk to, relays that she does not sit comfortably in the cosy box 
of landscape photography. This project talks about connections and divide, what links us, 
relates to us and what is far away and different.
 
As humans we like to make sense of things, link them, map them, relate to them. Its one 
of the processes Sqalli uses in her practice, weaving with data and discoveries to create a 
concept. A line is a sentence, a border, a link and a separation, a word murmured getting 
lost in the air. Train of thoughts, tracks that lead to places – the provoking investigative 
journey is documented with ease and intelligence.
 "I try to catch a glimpse of the slit between, the one where poetry sneaks in, a poetry 
where a certain beauty sits, one that is often in the cracks, the scars, the lines of time, of 
history, the dialogue between man and nature, technology and tradition, new and old." 
Malika Sqalli 
 



Having completed one third of the project through the USA and Morocco, she is about 
to continue the journey in New Zealand and Australia, at 34 South during the month of 
February and later in spring attack the mammoth journey from Japan to Nepal - and before 
considering the options available for the countries on latitude 34 who happen to be in 
conflict and experiencing the historic Arab spring( from Afghanistan,Pakistan, Syria, Iraq 
and Lebanon).
Updates will be available throughout the journey on www.latitude34.net
 
Malika Sqalli studied at the Ecoles des Beaux Arts, Montpellier, and has exhibited 
internationally, as far as Los Angeles, Salzburg, and South Korea. Her work 
received honourable mentions by Prix de la Photographie Paris and the Lucie 
Foundation. She currently lives in South East London.
 
For further information please contact :
Malika Sqalli : email:Malika@sqalli.com .Telephone: 07951124022 
 
Sophia Victoria at Debut Contemporary, 82 Westbourne Grove, W2 5RT. 
Telephone 020 7221 1651. Email: Sophia@debutcontemporary.com
 
 
www.sqalli.com 
www.latitude34.net
www.debutcontemporary.com
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